
 
 
 
 

The article 'PLM Standards: SOA and M&A' by John Stark in the February 1 

issue meets our efforts at T-Systems to standardize Web Services for PLM 

within the ProSTEP iViP Association.  

To develop products collaboratively in manufacturing industry, stable data 

exchange mechanisms are necessary - it is important to have standardized and 

compatible data formats and exchange methods. The ProSTEP consortium has 

addressed this issue for many years.  

ProSTEP iViP is a consortium based in Germany. Members include a 

significant number of key players in the automotive and aerospace industries, 

some of their major suppliers, IT companies and academic institutions from 

several countries. The projects carried out by the ProSTEP iViP Association 

focus not only on the data but also on the processes and systems involved, and 

their efficient integration. Based on the needs of the members (i.e. user driven 

rather than IT vendor driven), contributions are made to new or existing 

standards, and recommendations are formulated as to how to use them, 

depending on the use case.  

One of these standards is the PLM Services 2.0 specification from the OMG. 

The OMG is an international computer industry consortium that develops 

enterprise integration standards for a wide range of technologies and 

industries, and it has adopted PLM Services 2.0 as one of its formal standards.  

Derived from ISO 10303 STEP AP214, the data model is very powerful and 

widely covers the product lifecycle. The Web services of PLM Services 2.0 (i.e. 

the application interface) were derived from the PDTnet consortium project. 

They include granular as well as highly aggregated services, depending on the 

use case. Combined queries enable powerful and flexible access (provided 

they are implemented in the same powerful and flexible manner on the 

underlying legacy system).  

Providing standard services to its application enables a company to open its 

processes and data to partners. The challenge is not that much the technology 

of PLM Services 2.0, but the necessary evolution of the collaboration processes 

in the automotive and aerospace industry.  

After pioneer work done on AP214 at T-Systems over a long time, and its use by 

several products and projects (COM/FOX, COM/VPM, COM/Smart, SAM, ... ), 

we have implemented and experienced the OMG PLM Services 2.0 within our 

middleware SOA solution 'PDM WebConnector'. Used together, PLM Services 

2.0 and PDM WebConnector enable support of a large number of collaboration 

scenarios: integrate in-house or external systems; offline or online; uni- or bi-

directional synchronization; portal solutions; etc. The neutral data model, 

neutral services and effective use of SOA enable removal of all kinds of 

barriers, such as different platforms or technologies used for legacy systems, 

and different data models. Additional PLM Services 2.0 features such as 

support of the highest security standards, and successful pilot usage at Daimler 

Trucks, allow us to emphasize the good maturity level of PLM Services. The 

next step is to go for full production use.  

For the manufacturing company, the benefit of using PLM Services 2.0 is to 

achieve a flexible IT architecture. This is a requisite for using existing databases 

continuously, and connecting them for process oriented use cases with 

standardized connectivity modules. Moreover, the user company can easily 

change, as requirements change, the strategy of using applications and data 

storage. In addition, the company reduces efforts for individual programming 

and customizing of its IT environment. For the IT vendor providing the services, 

there is theoretically some kind of risk to lose its monopoly since, theoretically, 

a system could be replaced by another without affecting the service 

consumers. But the benefits of using standards are much higher in term of 

scale cost reduction.  
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Contact 
Guillaume Hirel is a PLM Consultant and can be contacted via 
guillaume.hirel@t-systems.com  
 
T-Systems-Web: http://servicenet.t-systems.com/collaboration  
Email: plm.solutions@t-systems.com  
2PLM e-zine: http://cl2m.com/node/1334#3  
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